Listen to nature
Did you know you can actually hear nature? If you are quiet you can really hear a lot. See if you can hear these sounds?

- bird singing
- a flying insect
- water
- twigs cracking
- people
- leaves in the wind
- other sounds?

Smell nature? Yes!
See if you can find some of these things and smell them.

- soil
- a small tree
- a yellow flower
- pink or red flower
- plants
- a rock
- wet grass
- log on the ground
- wet soil or mud
- a green leaf
- brown leaf
- pine cone or seed
- small twig
- ant or other insect
- very tall tree

Picture your finds
Next time you take a trip to a park, (or seashore, or wildlife refuge or simply in your own backyard) bring a digital camera to record your treasure hunt. We have written down some ideas, but maybe you can think of more? Check off what you find! No camera? Bring some paper and draw a quick picture of what you find instead!

- pine cone
- leaf
- red flower
- white rock
- acorn
- red leaf
- feather
- animal track
- spider’s nest
- dead tree branch
- cloud
- butterfly
- bird
- yellow flower
- tree as tall as you
- tree as tall as a house
- smooth rock
- jagged rock
- tree with a hole
- branch on the ground
- worm
- grass
- brown leaf
- crawling insect
- flying insect